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About This Game

Can you make a way for every car and bring it to the finish line? No accidents, the correct sequence, creative solutions!
A minimalistic game with an excellent soundtrack, which will allow you to relax in the evening after work, or do exercises for

the brain in the morning.
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The game is interesting and even addictive. Yes, a third of the levels are really difficult, you have to help, but you get a little
tired from the most difficult ones, but I liked it.
Soundtracks, as a nice addition to the game. Sometimes I caught myself thinking that I was just sitting and listening to music..
On a completion scale, this game would probably reach 5%,. From today's perspective, there are so many things a developer
could insert to make a challenge out of it, such as score tables (multiplier for almost meeting with and\/or closely following
another car), multiplayer, special walls, traps, enemies, bonus for taking special routes, pop-up-icons for special abilities,
changing arriving order with time and so on.
As so often with these half hearted efforts, it falls way behind most classic games:
Pac Man Museum for example can easily be claimed to be 1980times as challenging and Tron 5000 to be 5000times the fun, by
the way, this can also bring up the idea of attributing traces to the game, which also isn't the case.
As it stands, the game is all about counting squares, ergo 0.5\/10 as mentioned above.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50
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